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In a number of recent papers, the writer ( [l ]— [l 1 ]) and G. J.
Minty ( [ l 3 ] - [ l 6 ] ) have studied nonlinear functional equations in
Banach spaces involving monotone operators satisfying various mild
continuity conditions (in particular demicontinuity, hemicontinuity,
and vague continuity). In his note [12], T. Kato has studied the
inter-relations of these continuity assumptions for monotone operators and shown in particular that every hemicontinuous locally
bounded monotone operator G from a Banach space X to its dual X*
is always demicontinuous. The writer has independently obtained
this and related results by a slightly different method in connection
with his study of multi-valued monotone nonlinear mappings [9].
We present this argument below in §1.
1. Let X be a complex Banach space, X* the space of bounded
conjugate-linear functionals on X, (w, u) the pairing between w in
X* and u in X. Following the notation of [12], —•>• denotes strong
convergence in X or X*, —* weak* convergence in X*.
Let G be a function with domain D = D(G) QX and values in X*.
Then :
(1) G is said to be monotone if
Re(Gu - Gv, u - v) è 0
for all u, v in D.
(2) G is said to be demicontinuous if un—*u in D implies Gun-±Gu.
(3) G is said to be hemicontinuous if w£Z>, fl£X and u+tnv(E:D
where tn>0> tn—»0, together imply G(u+tnv)—*Gu.
(4) G is said to be vaguely continuous if uÇiD, z/£X and u+tv(E.D
for 0 < / < £ o for some £ 0 >0 imply that there exists a sequence {tn\
with / n > 0 for all ny tn—>0 as n—>+ oo such that G(u-\-tnv)—^Gu.
(5) G is said to be D-maximal monotone if for tio^D, Wo£X*, the
inequality Re(w 0 — Gu, UQ — U)^Q for all u in D implies that WQ
=

G(UQ).

(6) G is said to be locally bounded if for any sequence {un} in D
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